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Abstract 15 
 16 
Aging specimen and survey data from a heterogeneous stock range are combined to investigate effects of 17 

molt frequency variation on age and growth dynamics and efficacy of gastric mill age band estimations in 18 

snow crab. A central assumption that bands form independent of molting is examined through analyses of 19 

molt frequency variation with an overall result of support for the hypothesis that gastric mill bands form 20 

independent of molting. This is based on an applied review approach, demonstrating blind age estimation 21 

results within and across population units featuring different rates of molt frequency interruptions in context 22 

of literature-based expected outcomes of age and growth dynamics. The comprehensive analyses overall 23 

supports the ability of gastric mill bands to track chronological ages, but non-fully explained outcomes of 24 

growth delays into sexual maturity stages in males and potential estimation error in 1-3 year old crab 25 

preclude a conclusion that absolute ages are consistently tracked throughout ontogeny. The results suggest 26 

gastric mill bands continue to form during both skip-molts and after terminal molt. Despite uncertainties, 27 

the research highlights that males originating from populations where skip-molting is prominent are older 28 

reaching fishery size than previously thought (9-10 years), with tentative average estimates of 10-12 years. 29 

The study presents novel observations of size-at-age and age-at-maturity in Newfoundland & Labrador 30 

(NL) snow crab and broadens life history knowledge for the species. Along with corroborating gastric mill 31 

age band estimations, the study reveals future research streams to further help advance the discipline of 32 

aging crustaceans [247].    33 

  34 

 35 

 36 

 37 

 38 
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1.0 Introduction 39 
 40 
1.1 Age Determination   41 

 42 
The demonstration by Kilada et al. (2012) of the potential ability to directly age crustaceans by counting 43 

bands in cuticular structures is arguably one of the most important developments to benefit assessment of 44 

crustacean resources in recent decades. Age-structured population models based on counting band 45 

signatures within various hard structures of animals are commonly used in assessments of fish species (i.e., 46 

Campana, 2001). Age-based models normally allow greater precision for tracking and projecting cohort-47 

specific demographics within populations than size frequency or surplus production models commonly used 48 

in assessments of crustaceans (i.e., Hartnoll, 2001; Vogt, 2012). However, to-date, application of age band 49 

counts into the betterment of crustacean stock assessments has been limited (Kilada and Driscoll, 2017).   50 

 51 

The reliability of band counts in the gastric mill (“stomach teeth”) or other parts of crustaceans to assess 52 

age has been highly debated. There is both support (i.e., Kilada et al., 2015; Huntsberger et al., 2020) and 53 

rejection (i.e., Sheriden et al., 2016; Sheriden and O’Connor, 2018; Becker et al., 2018) of the crustacean 54 

aging methods. More in-situ studies corroborating the methods are needed if aging crustaceans for stock 55 

assessment or other purposes is to become more common (Leland et al., 2011; Kilada and Driscoll, 2017; 56 

Kilada et al., 2017). Two focal topics of debate are whether or not gastric mills are retained or lost (and 57 

subsequently regenerated) during molting, and what underlying mechanisms ultimately control formation 58 

of the cuticular bands. Poor understanding of these issues are arguably the main impediments to wider 59 

adoption of the aging methods. At least two studies have suggested that a “memory-like mechanism” may 60 

control band formation, even when gastric mills are expelled and regenerated upon molting (Leland et al., 61 

2015; Mouser et al., 2020).  62 

 63 

In many crustaceans, molting schedules are temporally inconsistent over ontogeny, thus for band count 64 

techniques to track absolute ages a key assumption is that cuticular band formation (whatever the 65 

controlling mechanism(s)) occurs independent of molting (Kilada et al., 2012). In this regard, studies on 66 

populations with variability in molt frequency (herein referring to number of molts per year) or variation in 67 

ages or sizes where growth rates slow or stop constitute a useful approach to attempt corroborations of blind 68 

age estimations. Comparative studies on wild populations (herein population refers to a smaller 69 

demographic unit than stock) occupying heterogeneous environments known to affect molt frequency or 70 

growth rates, as has been done in some species of lobster (Gnanalingam et al., 2018; Huntsberger et al. 71 

2020), would be particularly useful.  72 

 73 
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This study focuses on age estimations from band counts in ossicles of the gastric mill (“stomach teeth”), 74 

which were identified by Kilada et al. (2012) as a structure in which cuticular bands consistently formed.   75 

Importantly, Rebert et al. (2020) recently suggested that gastric mill bands stop accruing after terminal 76 

(final) molt in snow crab and hence could not be reliably used to determine age thereafter.     77 

 78 

1.2 Objectives & Expected Outcomes 79 

 80 

This study primarily addresses the ability of gastric mill band counts to detect differences in molt frequency 81 

rates in populations of snow crab inhabiting heterogeneous regions of the NL shelf, and in relation to a 82 

neighbouring population of males in the northern Gulf of St. Lawrence (nGSL) (Figure 1).  83 

 84 

 85 
Figure 1. Left Panel. Map of locations (red points) from which crab specimens used for aging study were 86 
taken during 2015 surveys. Underlay is the mean daily bottom temperature data for September 2015 87 
(closely aligned with age-specimen collection period across all SDs), extrapolated from the Bedford 88 
Institute of Oceanography North Atlantic Model (Wang et al., 2018). Temperatures >10°C are plotted as 89 
10°C. White lines and associated alpha-numeric codes denote Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization 90 
Divisions referenced in the text. BSM and BB (red text) denote Baie Sainte-Marguerite and Bonne Bay, 91 
respectively. Right Panel. Carapace width (black lines) and estimated ages (blue line) for instars in 92 
immature and adolescent males from the northern Gulf of St. Lawrence. Dashed black lines shows measured 93 
carapace width estimations and solid black lines shows modeled carapace width estimations. Data taken 94 
from Table 1 in Sainte-Marie et al. (1995). Vertical grey lines above instar labels show estimated modal 95 
centres.  96 
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The “applied review” approach associates outcomes from a dedicated aging study with field data 97 

observations to examine the key research question of whether or not cuticular band deposition occurs 98 

independent of molting (Note an overview of snow crab growth dynamics is forthcoming (Section 1.3), with 99 

potentially unfamiliar life history terminology and concepts contained in this section more thoroughly 100 

described).  101 

 102 

Growth in crustaceans is ultimately affected by two central processes of molt frequency and molt increment. 103 

This analysis predominately focuses on the process of molt frequency. Males are the sex of most analytical 104 

focus. This reflects more contrast in age and growth dynamics in males than females, which is associated 105 

with a higher degree of environmental regulation of age and growth processes after early ontogeny (i.e. 106 

Dawe et al., 2012; Sainte-Marie et al., 2021). Of particular relevance for examinations of males is that 107 

differences in temperature and population densities among portions of the NL marine shelf are a priori 108 

known to affect molt frequency after early post-settlement via differences in rates of skip-molting and stages 109 

of terminal molt (i.e. Baker et al., 2021, Mullowney et al. 2021). Further relevant information to understand 110 

examinations of males is that the comparative ”control population” from the nGSL is known to have 111 

minimal levels of skip-molting (Dr. Bernard Sainte-Marie, personal communication), thus growth are 112 

expected to be lesser than in the NL populations. 113 

 114 

We formulated seven expected outcomes relevant to both sexes and various life stages based on the known 115 

literature on age and growth dynamics in snow crab as a basis to examine the reliability of gastric mill age 116 

estimations: 117 

1) males in NL populations with highest skip-molting rates should have lower size-at-age than those 118 

from populations where skip-molting is less common; 119 

2) adolescent males from all NL populations should have lower size-at-age than nGSL males due to 120 

a priori anticipated greater incidences of skip-molting in NL than in nGSL; 121 

3) no across-sex differences in size-at-age should occur in small crab (≤40mm CW) within any given 122 

population as no skip-molting or maturity rate differences are expected; however, males should 123 

show higher size-at-age than females thereafter (>40mm CW), as female terminal molt becomes 124 

more abruptly commonplace near this size;  125 

4) Minimal molt frequency differences after early ontogeny in females should promote similar size-126 

at-age across female populations but unobserved processes of greater levels of skip-molting during 127 

early post-settlement stages and smaller molt increments could lead to smaller size-at-age in 128 

females from cold water populations; 129 
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5) age-at-maturity is likely to be highest in male populations where skip-molting is most common due 130 

to expected consistency in minima on instar stages where terminal molt will first occur; 131 

6) age-at-maturity should be higher in males than females due to expected earlier commitment to 132 

terminal molt in females; 133 

7) ages should be higher in mature versus immature animals of a same size and sex if gastric mill 134 

bands continue to accumulate after terminal molt. Females and small males should most clearly 135 

show this as they are unfished. 136 

 137 

1.3 Snow Crab Growth Dynamics 138 

1.3.1 Age & Maturity  139 
 140 
Snow crab is a stenothermic cold water decapod. It is a sexually dimorphic species with males normally 141 

growing larger than females. As in all crustaceans, growth occurs by molting. Irregular molting dynamics 142 

are linked to physiological changes and differential habitat use throughout ontogeny (Sainte-Marie and 143 

Hazel, 1992; Ernst et al., 2005; Parada et al., 2010; Kolts et al., 2015; Nichol and Somerton, 2015; 144 

Mullowney et al., 2018). Of particular relevance is the terminal molt, which stops growth (Conan and 145 

Comeau, 1986). Terminal molt occurs over a broad size range, particularly in males, in all global stocks. In 146 

Newfoundland and Labrador (NL) snow crab, terminal sizes range from about 40-150mm and 30-95mm 147 

carapace width (CW) in males and females, respectively (Mullowney et al., 2018).  148 

 149 

Adult crab of both sexes are terminally-molted and exhibit features of being both sexually and 150 

morphometrically mature. Only sub-adult crab can molt. There are three possible “molt type outcomes” 151 

during any given molting period. A “regular-molt” entails a crab remaining morphometrically immature 152 

(sub-adult) after molting, a “skip-molt” entails a crab not molting at a time it might be expected to do so, 153 

and the aforementioned “terminal-molt” involves a crab developing morphometric features defining it as 154 

an adult upon its final molt (Conan and Comeau, 1986). Shell condition represents a subjective proxy for 155 

time elapsed since molt, and shells advanced beyond a new-shell stage (intermediate and old shell) are used 156 

to identify skip-molters (for sub-adult males) or adults that did not recently molt. Notwithstanding 157 

subjectively in visual shell condition staging (Fonseca et al., 2008), an “intermediate-shell” crab is assumed 158 

to have last molted more than one year ago and “old-shell” crab are assumed to have last molted two or 159 

more years ago.  160 

 161 

The sexual maturation process differs across sexes (Sainte-Marie et al., 1995). The pubescent molt (into 162 

sexual maturity) in females coincides with the terminal molt, thus females become both sexually and 163 
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morphometrically mature at the same time (i.e. a “puberty/maturity” molt). Males, however, become 164 

sexually mature prior to the terminal molt (i.e. a “puberty/regular” molt). Herein, sub-adult females are 165 

termed immature and sub-adult males are termed either immature (pre-pubescent [not sexually mature]) or 166 

adolescent (pubescent [sexually mature]). Size-at-maturity and age-at-maturity both refer to the terminal 167 

molt stage to define maturity.  168 

 169 

Instar refers to the number of molts undertaken and is not equivalent to chronological years. This reflects 170 

differing inter-molt periods between instar stages. In males, the puberty molt most commonly occurs at 171 

instar VIII or IX (Kon and Honma, 1978; Sainte-Marie et al., 1995) and terminal molt at instars X-XIII 172 

(Comeau et al., 1998; Sainte-Marie et al., 2020). In females, the puberty/maturity molt tightly conforms to 173 

instars IX-X or IX-XI across both Atlantic (IX-X, Alunno-Bruscia and Sainte-Marie, 1998) and Pacific 174 

(IX-XI, Orensanz et al., 2007) Ocean stocks. Accordingly, the instar and size ranges over which snow crab 175 

terminally molt are higher and overall more variable in males than females.  176 

 177 

In most global snow crab stocks sexual size dimorphism promotes male-only fisheries targeting largest 178 

males. Present best estimates of ages at which males in the Atlantic Canadian stock, which encompasses 179 

all of NL and more broadly all portions of Atlantic Canada (Puebla et al., 2008),  reach legal fishery size of 180 

95mm CW after first settling to the bottom is 9-10 years (i.e., Sainte-Marie et al., 1995; Comeau et al., 181 

1998). The most consistent long-term studies tracking cohorts in the wild come from the northern Gulf of 182 

St. Lawrence (nGSL), in Atlantic Canada (NAFO 4S [BSM], Figure 1). A comprehensive and progressive 183 

monitoring program featuring frequent field sampling of localized populations in the nSGSL, coupled with 184 

a suite of complementary lab-based growth studies, has produced relatively refined size-at-age, size-at-185 

instar, and age-at-instar estimates (i.e., Sainte-Marie et al. 1995; 1996; Lovrich et al., 1995; Alunno-Bruscia 186 

and Sainte-Marie, 1998; Sainte-Marie et al., 2020). Maximum longevity of males following terminal molt 187 

has been estimated at about 7-8 years based on shell deterioration and dactyl (‘toe nail’) wear (Fonseca et 188 

al., 2008). Although such longevity is not likely to occur in presence of fisheries exploitation (for males in 189 

particular) and ‘normal’ post-terminal molt longevities of both sexes are not known, it is assumed most 190 

crab would not typically reach this 7-8 year maximum estimated from males. 191 

 192 

1.3.2 Molt Frequency 193 
 194 

A synopsis of the literature indicates that variability occurs in both molt frequency and molt increment 195 

processes, but moreso in molt frequency. This assertion is based on similarity in reports of size-at-instar in 196 

both sexes both across and within global snow crab stocks, including in Bonne Bay (Comeau et al., 1998) 197 
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and the nGSL (Sainte-Marie et al., 1995) (BB and BSM on Figure 1 map), the Eastern Bering Sea of Alaska 198 

(Ernst et al., 2005; Orensanz et al., 2007), and the Seas of Japan and Okhotsk (Ito, 1970; Kon, 1980). 199 

Accordingly, despite a weak positive association between temperature and molt increment (Sainte-Marie 200 

et al., 2020), relative consistency in size-at-instar across populations and stocks highlights the importance 201 

of molt frequency in regulating size-at-age, size-at-maturity, and age-at-maturity in different snow crab 202 

populations. Ultimately, with more variability ascribed to molt frequency than molt increment, instar-at-203 

terminal molt is a dominant determinant of terminal size in most individuals. In-turn, instar-at-terminal molt 204 

is a direct function of cumulative molt frequency over ontogeny.   205 

 206 

Molt frequency progressively slows throughout life. Both sexes molt multiple times in each of the first two-207 

three years of life. Sainte-Marie et al. (1995) estimated instars III and VI to occur at 12 and 28 months of 208 

age (age henceforth refers to post-settlement age) (Figure 1), and more recently Yamamoto et al. (2015a) 209 

and Sainte-Marie et al. (2020) reported inter-molt periods for crab reared in tanks to remain less than a year 210 

up to at least instar VII under most rearing conditions.  211 

 212 

Following a frequent but progressively slowing molt rate in earliest post-settlement ontogeny, a near-annual 213 

molting schedule often becomes established over the instar VI (Sainte-Marie et al., 1995; Comeau et al., 214 

1998) to instar VIII (Yamamoto et al., 2015b) range, depending on environmental conditions. Thereafter, 215 

skip-molting of annual molts by males becomes commonplace in some populations, particularly in 216 

moderately-large adolescent males (Taylor et al., 1994; Hébert et al., 2002; Dawe et al., 2012; Yamamoto 217 

et al., 2018b; Murphy, 2019, Mullowney et al., 2021). In populations where this occurs, it can lead to 218 

average molt frequency rates beyond about instars VII-VIII becoming less than annual. In wild NL 219 

populations, Mullowney and Baker (2021) recently showed skip-molting to be highest in 50-100mm CW 220 

adolescent males, with rates as high as 25-50% of individuals skip-molting in some populations in some 221 

years. These sizes roughly conform to instars IX - XII (Figure 1). Laboratory studies have shown that skip-222 

molting also occurs during early post-settlement ontogeny, with delayed inter-molt periods potentially 223 

occurring in all early-life instars under the right (namely cold) conditions (Yamamoto et al., 1998a; Sainte-224 

Marie et al., 2021). Henceforth, discussion and interpretation of ages and growth is applied only to post-225 

settlement stages.    226 

    227 

The size at which males terminally molt is particularly important to fisheries. Coincidental increasing 228 

probabilities of skip-molting (near-exclusive to males) and terminally molting (applicable to both sexes) 229 

with individual size after mid-life stages (instars) are reached slows molt frequency over ontogeny. For 230 

example, to focus on a relatively small CW range of 20mm centered near legal-size of 95mm CW, 231 
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Mullowney and Baker (2021) showed that over the past twenty-five years males throughout different 232 

portions of the NL stock range had a 25-40% probability of being terminally-molted at 80mm CW versus 233 

a 50-75% probability of being terminally-molted at 100mm CW. These sizes most closely conform to 234 

instars XI and XII (Figure 1) and demonstrate the pronounced fisheries yield losses that can be associated 235 

with losses to terminal molt at small sizes.   236 

  237 

1.3.3 Molt Increment 238 
 239 

Molt increment has been shown to vary within and across wild snow crab populations throughout Atlantic 240 

Canada, as well as in numerous tank-based studies. However, to generalize, the variability in reported 241 

growth increments at molt is relatively small, with males ranging from about 50-110mm CW consistently 242 

growing 12-20mm CW upon molting (Miller and Watson, 1976; Moriyasu et al., 1987; Robichaud et al., 243 

1989; Taylor and Hoening, 1990;  Hoening et al., 1994; Sainte-Marie et al., 1995; Comeau et al., 1998). 244 

Growth patterns follow a near-linear process that reflects overall decreasing relative but increasing absolute 245 

growth increments from one instar to the next. Sainte-Marie et al. (1995) estimated percentage growth 246 

increments to decrease from 60.5% to 34.3% from instars I-VII, and from 32.6% to 17.9% from instars 247 

VIII-XIV. The rich literature on growth increments in snow crab conforms well with the tabulated instar 248 

size ranges and modal centres presented in (Ito, 1970) and Sainte-Marie et al. (1995) in the Sea of Japan 249 

and the nGSL respectively, with the latter used herein for quantitative comparisons (Figure 1).  250 

 251 

The phenomenon of similar size-at-instar across and within both Atlantic and Pacific stocks holds 252 

particularly well at smallest sizes (Yamamoto et al., 1998a; Sainte-Marie et al., 2021). Although variability 253 

of sizes around instar modal centres increases after smallest size stages, particularly under different 254 

environmental conditions (Sainte-Marie et al., 2021), modal sizes in crab remain similar up to about instar 255 

VIII at ~40mm CW. Notwithstanding individual variation in molt increment, a typical male would be 256 

expected to need to undergo another four to five molts after instar VIII to achieve legal-size (95mm CW) 257 

at instar XII or XIII (i.e., Ito, 1970; Sainte-Marie et al., 1995).  258 

 259 

Size-at-instar is similar across sexes during early ontogeny but diverges in mid-life stages, with the 260 

divergence particularly obvious upon sexual maturation in females. A historic field-based report showed 261 

tight across-sex coupling in size-at-instar occurred at all comparative instars (Ito, 1970), but recent lab-262 

based studies have shown tight correspondence of male and female sizes only holds until instar VIII 263 

(Yamamoto et al., 2015b; Sainte-Marie et al., 2020). Following instar VIII, a divergence in size-at-instar 264 

over instars IX-XI (reported as ages 5.7 to 7.7 years in Sainte-Marie et al., (1995)) occurs, whereby females 265 
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tend to be smaller than males (Sainte-Marie et al., 2021). This across-sex size divergence at stages 266 

associated with the female puberty/terminal molt likely reflects divergent energy allocation as females 267 

begin to invest more energy into reproduction (Alunno-Bruscia and Sainte-Marie, 1998; Dawe et al., 2012).    268 

 269 

1.3.4 Factors Affecting Molting   270 
 271 

Differences in molt frequency, molt increment, and terminal size can be directly or indirectly affected by 272 

abiotic factors including pre-molt size, temperature, and population density. Beyond systematically 273 

prolonged molt frequency periods over early instars (up to instar VIII) (Yamamoto et al. 1998a; Sainte-274 

Marie et al., 2021), as previously detailed (Section 1.3.2), larger pre-molt sizes (associated with higher 275 

instar stages) are associated with increased probabilities of terminal molt in individuals of both sexes as 276 

well as increased skip-molting probabilities in adolescent males.  277 

 278 

For temperature, the overall directional effects on growth dynamics are well understood. Effectively, cold 279 

conditions slow molt frequency and prolong inter-molt periods either progressively (earliest post-settlement 280 

instars in both sexes), intermittently (annual skip-molting in adolescent males), or permanently (terminal-281 

molting in both sexes) at all life stages. Other factors being equal, snow crab follow a reverse temperature-282 

size rule for ectotherms (Sainte-Marie et al., 2020), with those occupying cold areas often smaller in-general 283 

than those in warm areas (Burmeister and Sainte-Marie, 2010). The suppression of molt frequency by cold 284 

conditions is ultimately more complex in males due to the higher levels of skip-molting once near-annual 285 

molting schedule stages are reached and the greater range of potential instars over which terminal molt 286 

occurs.   287 

 288 

The effects of population density on molt frequency and terminal size have not been as thoroughly studied 289 

as those of temperature, but knowledge on the importance of population density in regulating growth 290 

dynamics is increasing. Low density of largest (most competitive) males has recently been linked to small 291 

terminal molt sizes in males, theoretically related to earlier allocation of energy into reproduction over 292 

growth following relaxed intraspecific competition for access to food and space or other resources 293 

(Mullowney and Baker, 2021). Subsequently, Murphy (2021) showed a linkage of terminal molt size in 294 

males to recruitment density, with individuals in strong cohorts reaching overall larger terminal sizes than 295 

those in weak cohorts.  296 

 297 

Importantly, high population densities of large males appear to promote skip-molting over terminal-molting 298 

for adolescent males not undertaking a regular molt, as shown in Mullowney and Baker (2021) and inferred 299 
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from previous studies (Hébert et al., 2002; 2017). This outcome promotes overall greater sizes within 300 

populations through an overall greater number of molts occurring over ontogeny as the “stop point” for 301 

molting is prolonged. Moreover, the regulatory influences of large male density on growth are likely further 302 

intertwined with mating success in adolescent males, which in-turn plausibly affect molt-type “decisions” 303 

at any given instar upon which one of the three molt-type outcomes (regular, skip, terminal) are possible. 304 

Although adolescent males are capable of mating with females, they are inferior breeders and competitors 305 

than adult males, and in particular large adult males (Claxton et al., 1994; Sainte-Marie et al., 1997). 306 

Nonetheless, in the absence of sufficient competition from large adult males, adolescents can become 307 

increasingly successful at mating. Mating success, or lack thereof, may influence subsequent molting 308 

“decisions” in adolescent males, although there are competing hypotheses on whether mating success at 309 

adolescent stages promotes or deters from advancing the timeline of terminal molt (Elner and Beninger, 310 

1995; Comeau et al., 1998). This area of molting dynamics requires further research but mating success in 311 

adolescent males is ultimately an avenue via which population density affects age and growth outcomes.   312 

 313 

At-present, interactions and synergies between temperature and population density (of intermediate-large 314 

size males in particular) in regulating molt frequency and terminal sizes within populations are not well 315 

understood. However, the recent observations by Mullowney and Baker (2021) suggest density of large 316 

males could override temperature in regulating growth. For example, over the past 25 years larger size-at-317 

terminal molt has occurred in males in cold water dense populations (Divisions 3LNO, Figure 1) than in 318 

warmer water less dense populations (Divisions 2J3K, Figure 1) within the NL stock range. This 319 

observation aligns with a recent similar report from the Eastern Bering Sea, where average size-at-terminal 320 

molt has recently been larger in northern cold-water populations than in southern warmer water populations, 321 

coincident with an on-going northward distributional shift in densest cohorts of crab within that expansive 322 

stock range (Dr. Ben Daly, personal communication). 323 

 324 

1.4 NL Marine Ecosystem and Snow Crab Population Dynamics  325 

 326 

The majority of the Atlantic Canadian snow crab stock occurs in NL waters, with NL consistently being 327 

the world’s largest single-source of market supplies for three decades. NL snow crab is an ideal stock upon 328 

which to examine the efficacy of direct age determination due to heterogeneous bathymetric, thermal, and 329 

population density attributes across a large stock range. In particular, this region provides a strong basis to 330 

examine the key assumption that gastric mill bands form independent of molting. This is because skip-331 

molting rates in males differ across population units and size-at-terminal molt is known to vary considerably 332 

over the expansive stock range (Mullowney and Baker, 2021; Baker et al., 2021).  333 
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 334 

The dynamic NL marine shelf encompasses several ”eco-zones” within it. The northernmost limit of the 335 

Atlantic Canadian snow crab stock range occurs in the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) 336 

Division 2H, off central Labrador (Figure 1), although in recent years few crab have been found north 337 

beyond the Division 2J border (Baker et al., 2021). Snow crab extending from Division 2H down through 338 

2J and 3K occupy a region where shallow/cold nearshore plateaus and offshore banks (i.e., 100-250m, 0-339 

2°C) are intersected by deep/warm channels (i.e. 400-600m, 3-4°C) (Mullowney et al., 2018; Baker et al., 340 

2021). Relative to other parts of the stock range within NL waters, the extent of shallow/cold habitat is low 341 

and deep/warm habitat is high in Divisions 2J and 3K. The cold conditions in the shallows reflect the 342 

presence of the Cold Intermediate Layer (CIL), a mass of <0 °C that develops from advection of surface-343 

chilled water down into the water column, which persists year-round at intermediate depths (Colbourne and 344 

Mertz, 1998). The shallow/cold regions are common habitats for small to mid-sized crab in the range of 345 

about 25-50mm CW (Dawe and Colbourne, 2002; Mullowney et al., 2018) and are harder (typically gravel 346 

and rock) than deeper substrates (typically mud) (Piper, 1991). Large male snow crab are commonly found 347 

in deeper areas, which the fishery targets (Dawe and Colbourne, 2002; Mullowney et al., 2018). Fisheries 348 

in this northern portion of the stock range have historically harvested the snow crab resource at higher 349 

exploitation rates (fraction of the large male biomass removed by fishing) than in other divisions, and 350 

overall densities of large male crab are often lower or more patchily distributed here than in other divisions 351 

(Mullowney and Baker, 2020; Baker et al., 2021). Skip-molting incidence in snow crab males is usually 352 

low in these overall deeper, warmer, and often low relative density areas (Mullowney and Baker, 2021).   353 

 354 

The Grand Bank area of the NL shelf, represented by NAFO Divisions 3L, 3N, and 3O, constitutes a large 355 

shallow (i.e. <400m) and cold underwater plateau as large as the island of Newfoundland. The majority of 356 

snow crab biomass in the NL portion of the stock occurs here, with approximately 75% of fishery removals 357 

coming from this area over the past decade (Baker et al., 2021). Fisheries exploitation rates are normally 358 

lowest here, while fisheries catch rates and associated densities of large crab are typically highest in this 359 

area of the NL marine shelf (Mullowney and Baker, 2021; Baker et al., 2021). The CIL covers most of the 360 

bottom, with warm water ranging from about 2-4°C restricted to the spatially limited slope edges 361 

(Mullowney et al., 2018). The area does contain a section of unusually high bottom temperatures along the 362 

southwest slope of the bank, where Gulf Stream ‘slope water’ intrudes. Shallow substrates of the Grand 363 

Bank are comprised of a mixture of gravel, sand, and shell, while sand and mud are common on the slope 364 

edges and other deep intrusions of the bank (Piper, 1991). Skip-molting incidence in snow crab males is 365 

normally moderate here (Mullowney and Baker, 2021).   366 

 367 
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Finally, with respect to areas of the snow crab stock range relevant to this study is the marine shelf 368 

ecosystem off the southern portion of the Island of Newfoundland, represented by NAFO Subdivision 3Ps. 369 

This area is spatially small and overall shallowest of all NL divisions. Relative to other divisions, this one 370 

features grounds that are both very cold and very warm. Shallow cold plateaus dominate, with even the 371 

intersecting channels rarely exceeding 200-250m depth. Snow crab are entrapped in this overall shallow 372 

and very cold habitat because temperatures warm abruptly to unsuitably high temperatures (i.e., >4°C) as 373 

depths over the slope edges increase (Mullowney et al., 2018). Virtually all crab here are captured in water 374 

below 2°C, with most in water <1°C (Dawe et al., 2012; Mullowney et al., 2020). The substrate here is very 375 

hard on top of the dominant banks, but sand-mud intrudes in the intersecting channels and slope edges 376 

(Piper, 1991). This area is typically subjected to intermediate fisheries exploitation rates and features 377 

intermediate stock densities relative to the other study divisions, although it has featured both extreme highs 378 

and lows in exploitation rates and associated fisheries catch rates since 1995 (Baker et al., 2021). Skip-379 

molting rates in males are consistently highest in this portion of the NL marine shelf (Dawe et al., 2012). 380 

Interestingly, this division also contains a population of snow crab that uniquely and frequently terminally 381 

molts at small sizes, with unusually low proportions of males reaching exploitable sizes in many years 382 

(Baker et al., 2021).     383 

 384 

This analysis utilized Study Divisions (SDs) ‘2J3K’, ‘3LNO’, and ‘3Ps’ as the basis for spatial comparisons 385 

of age and growth dynamics. This is based on habitat variation that aligns with population differences in 386 

age and growth processes. To bridge the examination of efficacy of the aging methods to contexts of the 387 

geographic partitioning of the SDs, we anticipate: 388 

 389 

For males, given the rankings of skip-molting rates range from lowest to highest as 2J3K, 3LNO, and 3Ps, 390 

we expect 3Ps to have lowest size-at-age and 2J3K to have highest size-at-age. However, opposing “greater 391 

forces” of higher ambient temperatures in 2J3K versus higher population densities of large males in 3LNO 392 

could affect how results from either SD relate to one another and deviate from 3Ps. In comparisons to 393 

adolescent males in the nGSL, the higher levels of skip-molting in NL populations should lead to lower 394 

size-at-age in all NL groups, with greatest difference in SD 3Ps and likelihood for least difference in SD 395 

2J3K. For age-at-maturity, we expect highest age-at-maturity in SD 3Ps due to the slower growing 396 

conditions, assuming males would strive to achieve a relatively high instar stage (associated with a 397 

relatively large size) before committing to terminal molt. With the least common incidence of skip-molting 398 

occurring in 2J3K, we expect age-at-maturity to be lowest in males that SD. However, again, competing 399 

forces of temperature versus population density could affect the extent to which SD 2J3K and SD 3LNO 400 

have lower age-at-maturity than SD 3Ps, particularly in light of modest sample sizes used in this study.      401 
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 402 

For females, with little to no incidence of skip-molting, we expect little difference is size-at-age across SDs. 403 

Further, given conformity to a limited number of instars at terminal molt, we expect little difference in age-404 

at-maturity across SDs. However, it is possible smaller molt increments in cold conditions (not measured 405 

in this study) could lead to lowest [highest] size-at-age in SDs 3Ps [2J3K] respectively. It is also possible 406 

unmeasured incidence of skip-molting at early instars could affect the outcome in the same way, with 407 

coldest [warmest] 3Ps [2J3K] having lowest and highest size-at-age respectively due to contrasting thermal 408 

regimes.     409 

 410 

Across sexes, there should be no differences in size-at-age in small crab where no divergence in sex-specific 411 

maturity processes occur within any SD. In mid-large crab of either sex, after stages where sex-specific 412 

divergences in maturity processes occur, size-at-age is expected to be higher in males in all SDs. Age-at-413 

maturity should be higher in males than females in all SDs because they normally undergo terminal molt at 414 

higher instars.     415 

 416 

If gastric mill bands continue to accumulate after terminal molt ages of same-sized crab across maturity 417 

groups should be higher in mature versus immature crab in both sexes in all SDs.  418 

 419 

2.0 Methods 420 
 421 

2.1 Surveys 422 

Snow crab were opportunistically taken for age determination from various inshore (trap) and offshore 423 

(trawl) surveys conducted by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) Canada, NL Region, in 2015. 424 

The majority of samples came from offshore trawl surveys, with only a few inshore sites in NAFO Divisions 425 

3K and 3L taking samples from trap surveys (Figure 1). In total, 321 individuals including both sexes and 426 

ranging from 10-144mm CW were included in the aging study. For presentation, survey locations were 427 

plotted against bottom temperature data for September 2015, with estimates of mean monthly temperature 428 

data extracted from the Bedford Institute of Oceanography North Atlantic Model (BNAM) of spatially 429 

expanded ocean climate data (Wang et al., 2018).   430 

 431 

Sample collections throughout NAFO Divisions 2J, 3K, 3L, 3N, and 3O (Figure 1) occurred during 432 

summer-fall while those from NAFO Subdivision 3Ps were taken during spring. Operating under an 433 

assumption that the April-June seasonality of the spring collections near-fully conform with the post-434 

molting period for crab expected to be on near-annual molting schedules, seasonality differences in 435 
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collections would not be expected to affect interpretations of age estimates in terms of chronologically 436 

tracking annual time signatures as ages (i.e., crab collected in April versus October in a given year would 437 

be expected to have formed their most-recent age band signature during the same molting period). However, 438 

if the unknown band deposition mechanisms are related to seasonality factors independent of molting, there 439 

could be bias created among the SDs by these temporal differences in sample collection times (i.e., if the 440 

controlling mechanisms occurred during late spring or early summer, spring (3Ps) versus fall (2J3K, 3LNO) 441 

collections could be disparate in comparison).  442 

 443 

Where appropriate, quantitative field observation data from spring and fall multi-species trawl surveys in 444 

offshore portions of the NL shelf were used in comparisons to growth dynamics observed in the specimens 445 

used for aging. Briefly, these annual surveys form the cornerstone for stock assessments of numerous 446 

commercial species in the NL Region, including snow crab. The surveys utilize a Campelen 1800 447 

rockhopper shrimp trawl to randomly sample within a depth-stratified bathymetric design in fall (September 448 

– December) in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO and spring (March-May) in SD 3Ps. The fall surveys began in 1995 449 

and the spring surveys began in 1996. Further details on these trawl surveys are available in Baker et al. 450 

(2021). Note that NAFO Division 2H data is included in survey information for SD ‘2J3K’ herein but is 451 

overall very minor, with crab not typically found far beyond the NAFO Division 2J boundary, and 452 

particularly so in recent years.     453 

 454 

All snow crab captured in the trawl surveys were sorted, counted, and fully- or sub-sampled at-sea. Data 455 

were recorded on sex, size (CW), shell condition, and maturity. CW (1mm) and right claw measurements 456 

(0.1mm, males only) were taken using Vernier calipers. Shell condition was subjectively assigned to one 457 

of five stages of soft, new, intermediate, old, and very-old shell (see Baker et al. (2021) for more details). 458 

Soft- and new-shelled crab are assumed to have molted within the past year and there is an assumption that 459 

post-molt time period increases are tracked with increasing shell condition stage thereafter, but not in an 460 

explicitly quantitative way. Morphometric maturity of males was determined from the relationship of right 461 

claw height to CW using the discrimination equation [RC< or >0.0806∗𝐶𝑊1.1999] from the stock assessment 462 

(Baker et al., 2021), where RC denotes right claw and CW denotes carapace width. Males with a missing 463 

right claw or showing obvious signs of regeneration for that claw were omitted from maturity assessments. 464 

Males with “small claws” [<RC] were characterized as immature/adolescent and those with “large claws” 465 

[>RC] as adults. Morphometric maturity status of females was based on simple visual assessment of the 466 

abdomen, with enlarged abdominal flaps indicative of mature animals.  467 

 468 
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There were concerns that on-going spatial contractions within some areas of the stock range concomitant 469 

with abundance declines in the years preceding and including 2015 (i.e., Mullowney et al., 2020; Baker et 470 

al., 2021) could affect reliability of the “snap-shot” samples used in the aging experiment in reflecting long-471 

term habitat contrasts invoked in using the SDs as a basis for spatial comparisons of differences in age and 472 

growth outcomes among heterogeneous ecosystems (Section 1.4). To address, a comparison of conformity 473 

of depth- and temperature-at-capture for crab used in the aging study versus extended time series catches 474 

of crab in the trawl surveys was conducted for 5mm CW groupings of both sexes. Mean annual depth- and 475 

temperature-at-capture of crab for representative years extending back to 1996 were plotted alongside the 476 

three most recent years (2013-2015) as well as the individuals used in the aging study. This enabled a 477 

qualitative evaluation of the degree to which samples used in the aging study were representative of both 478 

2015 and long-term capture conditions, and more generally the extent to which contrasting habitat 479 

conditions among SD ecosystem units had changed over time. The density of exploitable-size male crab in 480 

each SD was also calculated for each SD and year to assess the extent to which this component of ambient 481 

habitat conditions had changed over time both within and across SDs. To develop the density index, the 482 

annual Exploitable Biomass Indices from the stock assessment (Baker et al., 2021) were divided by the 483 

total areal coverage of the survey strata within each SD.        484 

 485 

2.2 Age Determination 486 
 487 
Crab used for age estimations were processed at the University of New Brunswick. All crab were measured 488 

for size and maturity as per above descriptions of field survey collections, although shell conditions were 489 

not determined because many of the shells had thawed and deteriorated during shipping. Age estimation 490 

was based on gastric mill bands following methods of Kilada et al. (2012). The gastric mill was dissected 491 

from the stomach and cleaned. Three sections of the gastric mill (zygocardiac, pterocardiac, and 492 

mesocardiac ossicles) were separated for comparative age estimation, with each section embedded in a 493 

5:1(volume) industrial epoxy-resin hardening mixture and dried for 48 hours before cutting with a low-494 

speed IsoMet saw.  495 

 496 

Preliminary trials determined that best results for band interpretation from the zygocardiac and pterocardiac 497 

ossicles resulted from a transverse cut at 400 μm thickness, and subsequently viewed using reflected light. 498 

Best images from the mesocardiac ossicles were found to occur from longitudinal cuts at a thickness of 499 

100-200 μm, and subsequently viewed using transmitted light. Although age estimates were taken from 500 

three locations of the gastric mill, as the study progressed it became evident that the zygocardiac ossicle 501 

provided the clearest final images for counting bands, thus those age measurements were used in analyses. 502 
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Observations were made with a SZX16 Olympus dissecting microscope and images were taken using a 503 

DP72 Olympus camera attached to the microscope. Images were enhanced using Adobe Photoshop before 504 

counting age bands. Age bands were visually distinguished from chitinous band lines within the endocuticle 505 

as being thicker, continuous, and evenly-spaced bands that could be seen from one side of the ossicle to the 506 

other without fading (Figure 2).  507 

 508 

 509 
 510 
Figure 2. Transverse thin sections of zygocardiac ossicle of snow crab male individuals showing age 511 
bands indicated by red dots. Arrow indicates the beginning of the endocuticle layer and scale bar is 100 512 
µm. (A) 23.4 mm CW (6 age bands), and (B) 121.4 mm CW (14 age bands).  513 
 514 

A bias check for reading accuracy by the primary age reader was done by having comparative readings 515 

conducted by an independent reader with no prior knowledge on crab size, sex, or other attributes, for 38 516 

random samples (Catlin, 2020). A check on raw age estimation data showed no systematic or significant 517 

reader bias, with high (linear) correlation (R2=0.97) following a simple model fit of the form [primary 518 

reader ~ 0.96 * independent reader].     519 

 520 

2.3 Estimated Size-at-Age and Age-at-Maturity  521 
 522 
Age was represented by gastric mill band count. For visual interpretations, SD-specific size-at-age 523 

scatterplots were fit with Generalized Additive Models (GAM) with the MGCV package (Wood, 2017) in 524 

R version 4.0.2. (R core team, 2020). GAM was chosen over Von Bertalanaffy growth curves due to 525 

evidence of non-asymptotic growth and associated poorer fits in the Von Bertalanaffy models in SD 3Ps 526 

crab samples. Exploratory analyses of model families and link functions showed little difference among 527 

gaussian and gamma families or log and identity links. A gamma family distribution with a log link function 528 
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was used as it was assumed the growth process would follow a positive and continuous but occasionally 529 

interrupted process that would exhibit logistic growth pattern tendencies toward an asymptote as maximum 530 

sizes were approached. The models were fit using a thin-plate smoothing spline on the single independent 531 

variable of age, for both sexes.  Growth models were initially developed for each sex based on immature 532 

and mature individuals, but additional size-at-age models were developed for only immature/adolescent 533 

males to enable direct comparison with predicted sizes for immature/adolescent males from the nGSL 534 

(NAFO Division 4S, Figure 1).  535 

 536 

For statistical testing of differences in size-at-age among NL SDs, generalized linear models (GLM) were 537 

applied to the raw data [CW ~ age + division]. For both sexes, gamma family distributions and log link 538 

functions were used. Post-hoc comparisons and significance testing of pairwise differences in size-at-age 539 

among SDs were conducted through analysis of estimated marginal means (i.e. least squares means) (Searle 540 

et al., 1980) in the Emmeans package (Lenth, 2021) in R. Contrast ratios and probability estimates of 541 

pairwise (SD) differences were determined via the default adjustment to studentized Tukey range 542 

distributions and assessed at the p=0.05 level. Point estimates and associated confidence intervals for mean 543 

ages used in any given analysis were plotted for presentation and odds ratios (the outcome per unit increase 544 

in the explanatory variable) of specific pairwise comparisons were reported to interpret contrast across SDs.  545 

 546 

A comparison of size-at-age between the sexes was conducted for two separate size groups with a break at 547 

40mm CW. This size group separation was done to relate the analysis to the literature which suggests there 548 

should be no difference in size-at-age between the sexes up to instar VIII (i.e. the ≤40mm CW size group) 549 

while separation between the sexes would be likely to occur thereafter as females begin to terminally molt 550 

more commonly (at earlier instar stages) than males. For each statistical test a model of the form [CW ~ 551 

age + division + sex] was run in a GLM featuring a gamma family distribution and log link, and post-hoc 552 

comparisons of sexes both within and among SDs was conducted via estimated marginal means. Females 553 

were excluded from SD 3Ps in the >40mm CW test due to small sample size. 554 

       555 

Age-at-maturity ogives were derived for SD-sex pairings using GAMs featuring a smooth spline effect of 556 

age fit against a binomial response variable of maturity (logit link) for visual interpretation of age-at-557 

maturity trends. A GLM with a binomial family distribution and a logit link was used to test for age-at-558 

maturity differences between SDs [maturity ~ age + division] for males, followed by analysis of estimated 559 

marginal means for post-hoc pairwise comparisons as described for size-at-age analyses. Similar tests were 560 

not possible for females due to data deficiencies, with no mature females captured in SD 3Ps and insufficient 561 

sample sizes across the age spectrum in SD 2J3K.  562 
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 563 

A comparison of age-at-maturity between the sexes was conducted in SD 3LNO, where data sufficed. 564 

Again, a binomial family distribution with a logit link was used in a GLM of the form [maturity ~ age + 565 

sex] and estimated marginal means were used for post-hoc pairwise comparisons for differences across 566 

SDs.  567 

 568 

To address whether or not gastric mill bands accrued after terminal molt (i.e. Rebert et al., 2020), pairwise 569 

comparisons of mean ages for mature (adult) versus immature (sub-adult) crab within 5mm CW bins were 570 

calculated. The analysis was restricted to the 40-60mm CW range for females and the 55-105mm CW range 571 

for males because these were the sizes over which immature and mature crab overlapped. Only size bins 572 

with at least two mature and two immature crab age estimates were plotted. The point estimates of mean 573 

ages for each maturity group and size bin were plotted, along with differences in mean age values (mature 574 

– immature) within each size bin. The assumption was that if gastric mill bands did not accrue after terminal 575 

molt, the differences in mean ages of same-size immature and mature crab should be minimal (near zero). 576 

Conversely, if gastric mill bands continued to form after terminal molt, the differences between mean ages 577 

would be expected to be well above zero (older in mature crab), potentially extending up to a maximum of 578 

five-six years (assuming this is a reasonable estimate of typical post-terminal molt longevity in unfished 579 

populations). Females were expected to most clearly show the magnitude of differences in mean ages 580 

between mature versus immature crab because they would not have skip-molted or been subjected to 581 

fisheries-induced mortality (or minimally for both factors in comparison to males). For males, the 582 

expectation was that differences in mean ages between mature and immature crab should be most obvious 583 

at smaller sizes within the examined size range. This expectation is because males would be progressively 584 

subjected to higher levels of fisheries mortality (including discard mortality of <95mm CW crab) as they 585 

approached legal-size.  586 

 587 
2.4 Molt Frequency 588 
 589 
Instars were assigned to the aged crab to investigate molt frequency dynamics. Instars were determined 590 

based on measured CW in relation to instar size estimates for the entire size range of immature/adolescent 591 

males presented in Table 1 in Sainte-Marie et al. (1995) (Figure 1). A closest neighbour approach based on 592 

size was used to assign instars to the aged crab specimens. For example, a crab measured at 24mm CW in 593 

our study was assigned as instar VI, being closer to the 21.02mm CW modal size for this instar than the 594 

28.48mm CW modal size for instar VII in Sainte-Marie et al. (1995).  595 

 596 
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Prior to assigning instars to the aged specimens, we partially validated the approach by visually comparing 597 

size-frequency distributions of ≤45mm CW crab from NL multi-species trawl surveys from 1995-2020 to 598 

the modal instar sizes assigned by Sainte-Marie for crab in the nGSL. Sizes beyond 45mm CW in the trawl 599 

surveys were not deemed reliable for modal differentiation as there were no obvious peaks. This was 600 

anticipated and in-part reflects poor catchability of intermediate-sized snow crab by the survey trawl (Dawe 601 

et al., 2010; Baker et al., 2021) along with increasing spread in size around instar modes after these stages 602 

(Yamamoto et al., 1998a; Sainte-Marie et al., 2021). Nonetheless, given tight conformity of NL crab with 603 

nGSL crab up to instar VIII, and tight association with nGSL estimates with those reported in Ito (1970) 604 

for the Sea of Japan over the full size range of males, it was deemed reasonable to assume NL crab larger 605 

than 45mm CW would sufficiently maintain general conformity with size-at-instar with the nGSL 606 

predictions for the spatial comparisons.      607 

 608 

In order to associate estimated ages with the number of molts accrued, an index of age-at-instar was 609 

developed for males in each SD. This analysis was restricted to males because of the broader size spectrum, 610 

greater incidence of skip-molting, and the ability to make direct comparisons to the nGSL “control” 611 

population. For NL SDs, means and standard deviations of age-at-instar were calculated for 612 

immature/adolescent males and plotted alongside the historic nGSL observations. Adult males were 613 

excluded as they had undergone their terminal molt.  614 

 615 

Finally, in order to qualitatively compare size-at-age and age-at-maturity outcomes in the aged crab with 616 

trends occurring in the wild, proportional molt status for crab deemed to have either molted or skip-molted 617 

within the current year were calculated for each SD in the trawl survey field data for the 2006-2015 period. 618 

Molt-type outcomes in the wild crab were determined based on maturity status and shell conditions, with 619 

immature/adolescent males in a soft- or new-shell condition assigned as having undertaken a regular molt, 620 

immature/adolescent males in an intermediate- or old-shell condition assigned as skip-molters, and adults 621 

in a soft- or new-shell condition assigned as having undergone terminal molt during the most recent molting 622 

period. Intermediate and older shell adults (i.e. terminally molted) were excluded as not having recently 623 

molted or skip-molted. Instar sizes were applied to the survey field data in the same fashion as previously 624 

described for the aged crab specimens, via a closest neighbour approach based on predicted modal instar 625 

sizes reported by Sainte-Marie et al. (1995).    626 

 627 
 628 
 629 
 630 
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3.0 Results 631 
 632 

3.1 Surveys 633 

The overall distributional patterns of habitat characteristics for both sexes in SD 2J3K in most years was 634 

for smallest crab (<12mm CW) to be commonly found in relatively warm water (~ 2-4°C) in deep areas (~ 635 

200-400m) while moderate-sized crab (12-50mm CW) were on-average found in colder (~ 0-2°C) 636 

shallower (~ 200-300m) waters (Figure 3). Within this general pattern, over the circa 2002-2015 period, 637 

there was a trend of these moderate-sized crab being captured in progressively shallower and colder water. 638 

However, counter to this long-term trend, the moderate-sized specimens taken in 2015 for the ageing 639 

component of this study were captured at or near the upper end of historic temperature (~ 4-5°C) and depth 640 

(~ 300m) ranges. Above 50mm CW, crab of both sexes used in the aging study overall closely conformed 641 

to natural sampled distributions, showing a consistent spatial stratification pattern reflecting progressive 642 

deepening and warming with size (largest crab of both sexes caught in ~ 300-400m depth and ~ 3-4°C) that 643 

occurred in most years. The density of exploitable males (i.e., > x mm CW) was consistently lowest in this 644 

SD, near or below 500 crab per square nautical mile since 2000, with particularly low densities of about 645 

250 crab per square nautical mile in recent years.   646 

 647 

SD 3LNO most clearly showed a spatial contraction of large crab (>50mm CW) toward shallower and 648 

colder water throughout the time series, with the pattern most evident in males (Figure 3). In both sexes, 649 

2015 distributions were on-average at or near historic lows for both depth and temperature. The majority 650 

of large crab of both sexes were caught in depths of about ~ 150m and temperatures of about ~ -1°C in 651 

2015. The specimens used for aging generally reflected this pattern, although there was considerable 652 

variability in both directions around the 2015 survey means for both depth and temperature for all size 653 

groupings of crab. SD 3LNO consistently showed the highest densities of exploitable males among SDs 654 

throughout the time series, with greater than 1000 crab per square nautical mile estimated in all but a few 655 

years (Figure 3). However, like all SDs, recent years have been associated with time series lows in the 656 

density index, with just 500 crab per square nautical mile estimated in 2015. In context of the time period 657 

of 15-20 years during which virtually all crab for the aging study would have inhabited the SD 3LNO 658 

ecosystem, the long-term habitat conditions have reflected our ecosystem unit generalizations of reflecting 659 

ambient conditions indicative of an intermediate level of access to warm water and high population densities 660 

of large males relative to other SDs. However, in the most recent years, and in particular in 2015 when our 661 

crab were acquired for ageing, this has not been the case. In most recent years, SD 3LNO crab have been 662 

captured in similarly cold conditions as SD 3Ps and densities of large males have been relatively low. 663 
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Accordingly any oddities in age and growth outcomes could be most apparent in youngest crab and/or those 664 

that would be expected to be most frequently molting.  665 

 666 

 667 
Figure 3.  Upper two Panel Groups: Depth- and temperature-at-capture profiles for 5mm CW crab groups 668 
captured in trawl surveys for select years during the 1998-2015 period. Lines show means. Black dots show 669 
means of depth- and temperature-at-capture for samples collected for the 2015 aging study. Bottom Panels: 670 
Exploitable-size (≥95mm CW) male density index by year and Study Division. Points show annual 671 
estimates and line is a loess regression curve fit to the annual estimates. Gray bands show 95% confidence 672 
intervals of fit of regressions to the point estimates.     673 
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Our assumptions of SD 3Ps crab being exposed to an ecosystem featuring overall coldest conditions and 674 

moderate densities of large males were well supported by the survey time series observations on depth- and 675 

temperature-at-capture as well as estimates of exploitable male denisty (Figure 3). Overall, with the 676 

occassional sporadic incidence of largest crab of either sex being caught deep (> ~ 200m depth) and warm 677 

(> ~ 2°C), most crab here have consistently been captured in 100-150m depth and 0-1°C, particularly in the 678 

most recent decade, and the aging specimens reflected this overall pattern. In most years since 2000, the 679 

500-1000 exploitable male crab per square nautical mile represent intermediate values relative to SDs 2J3K 680 

and 3LNO. 681 

 682 

Overall, the specimens used in the aging study were deemed to fit within the scope of assumptions used for 683 

geographic partitioning of heterogenous ecosystem units among SDs. The most notable exceptions were 684 

warmer than normal capture conditions for moderate-sized crab specimens in SD 2J3K, an obvious 685 

progressive contraction of geographic disiributions of crab in SD 3LNO toward shallow and cold habitats 686 

within the lifetime most crab subjects inhabited that ecosystem, and atypically cold distribution conditions 687 

for SD 3LNO crab in recent years.    688 

 689 

3.2 Estimated Size-at-Age and Age-at-Maturity 690 
 691 
 3.2.1 Size-at-Age by Sex 692 
 693 
Overall, the GAM curves fit the estimated age by size data relatively well for both crab genders in all three 694 

SDs (Figure 4). Adjusted r-squared values were 0.65, 0.48, and 0.76 for males, and 0.56, 0.53, and 0.37 for 695 

females, in Divisions 2J3K, 3LNO, and 3Ps, respectively. The crab in SD 3Ps exhibited a power-like growth 696 

pattern over the range of estimated ages examined in both sexes, while in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO an asymptote 697 

in size-at-age began to occur as maximum estimated ages were approached, most pronounced in females.        698 

 699 

GAM-modeled growth rates of males in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO were very similar across the entire estimated 700 

age range (Figure 5). Both SDs showed a relatively constant growth rate up to about 85-95mm CW and 9-701 

10 years estimated age, at which point growth slowed (reflecting increasing proportions of adults in the 702 

data) until maximum size of approximately 125mm CW at an estimated 16-18 years of age. In contrast, 703 

males in SD 3Ps showed a markedly different growth pattern, featuring a similar, albeit delayed, growth 704 

pattern to the nGSL adolescent male crab, with a progressively increasing growth rate slope over the entire 705 

estimated age spectrum (Figure 5). On-average, males were estimated to reach legal fishery size of 95mm 706 

CW at 10 years of age in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO and 12 years of age in SD 3Ps.     707 
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 708 
Figure 4. GAM functions fit to size-at-estimated-age data for male and female snow crab sampled from 709 
our three Study Divisions. Horizontal dashed line shows minimum legal fishery size. Adult crab shown 710 
by stars and sub-adult crab shown by open circles.    711 
 712 

The GLM on male CW expectedly showed age to be a significant predictor of size (Table 1, p<0.0001). 713 

Pairwise comparisons among SDs showed significant differences in estimated size-at-age between SD 3Ps 714 

and both 2J3K (p=0.01) and 3LNO (p=0.01), but no difference between 2J3K and 3LNO (p=0.96) (Table 715 

1). The odds ratios of sizes in males in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO relative to 3Ps were about 1.2 over the age 716 

spectrum, and by age 9 (point estimate of 8.9 years) there were significant differences in mean sizes of 3Ps 717 

males compared to the other two SDs (Figure 5).  718 

 719 

 720 

 721 

 722 

 723 
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Table. 1. Results of GLMs of (i) size-at-age for male and female crab from our three study Divisions, (ii) 724 
age-at-maturity for males (insufficient data for females) from our three study Divisions, (iii) size-at-age 725 
by sex for ≤40mm CW and >40mm CW crab groups, and (iv) age-at-maturity of males versus females in 726 
Division 3LNO (insufficient data on females in other two divisions). Ref Div. refers to reference division. 727 
Associated marginal means and pairwise test results shown in Figure 6.    728 
 729 
 730 

Dep. Var.  

Sex  

[Division] Indep. Var.  Estimate 

Std. 

Err. t or z p 

Ref. Div. 

[Ref. Sex] 

Size (CW)  M Intercept 3.29 0.06 53.51 <0.0001  
Size (CW)  M Age 0.11 0.01 19.95 <0.0001  
Size (CW) M Div2J3K -0.01 0.05 -0.26 0.96 3LNO 

Size (CW) M Div2J3K 0.20 0.07 2.80 0.01 3Ps 

Size (CW) M Div3LNO 0.22 0.08 2.79 0.01 3Ps 

Size (CW)  F Intercept 3.37 0.06 53.87 <0.0001  
Size (CW) F Age 0.06 0.01 7.87 <0.0001  
Size (CW) F Div2J3K -0.04 0.07 -0.65 0.79 3LNO 

Size (CW) F Div2J3K 0.25 0.07 3.41 0.002 3Ps 

Size (CW)  F Div3LNO 0.29 0.08 3.60 0.001 3Ps 

Size (CW) ≤40mm M Intercept 3.07 0.09 35.97 <0.0001  

Size (CW) ≤40mm M Age 0.07 0.02 3.71 0.0004  

Size (CW) ≤40mm M Sex -0.09 0.07 -1.37 0.17 [F] 

Size (CW) >40mm M Intercept 3.59 0.06 60.00 <0.0001  

Size (CW) >40mm M Age 0.05 0.01 9.17 <0.0001  

Size (CW) >40mm M Sex 0.42 0.04 9.87 <0.0001 [F] 

Maturity M Intercept -4.38 0.71 -6.17 <0.0001  
Maturity M Age 0.53 0.07 7.28 <0.0001  
Maturity M Div3LNO 0.31 0.39 -0.80 0.70 3LNO 

Maturity M Div3Ps 1.15 0.62 -1.87 0.15 3Ps 

Maturity M Div3Ps 0.85 0.64 -1.32 0.38 3Ps 

Maturity [3LNO] Intercept -3.92 0.95 -4.22 <0.0001  
Maturity [3LNO] Age 0.58 0.11 5.07 <0.0001  
Maturity [3LNO] Male 1.19 0.68 -1.74 0.08 [F] 

 731 
 732 

Small sample sizes and a more limited size range likely affected model-estimated patterns of growth in 733 

females moreso than in males, but the female models nevertheless also showed more similar growth in SDs 734 

2J3K and 3LNO than in 3Ps. The relatively large estimated size in estimated age 2 females in 3LNO 735 

(~35mm CW) almost certainly reflects insufficient data (n = 6 females ≤2 years old), and no females above 736 

estimated age 8 were present in the Division 3Ps data (Figure 6). Nevertheless, female size-at-age was 737 

similar in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO over estimated ages 6-12, during which time sizes gradually increased from 738 

about 40 to 60mm CW. In contrast, female growth rates in SD 3Ps progressively increased over the limited 739 
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age range examined and showed lower estimated size-at-age than in the other two SDs over the estimated 740 

ages 1-5, before reaching a similar level of about 40mm CW at estimated age 6.   741 

 742 

 743 
 744 
Figure 5. GAM model fits of size-at-age data for all male and female snow crab (left) and 745 
immature/adolescent males (right) in different Study Region in NL (red, blue and green lines) and in the 746 
nGSL (black line, from Sainte-Marie et al. 1995). Note that NL and nGSL age data were recorded on an 747 
annual and a monthly basis, respectively, reflecting frequency of collections. Solid horizontal lines show 748 
legal fishery size (95mm CW).     749 
 750 

The GLM on female CW similarly showed age to be a significant predictor of size (Table 1, p<0.0001) and 751 

pairwise comparisons among SDs were consistent in showing significant differences in estimated size-at-752 

age between SD 3Ps versus both 2J3K (p<0.01) and 3LNO (p<0.001), but no difference between 2J3K and 753 

3LNO (p=0.79) (Table 1). The odds ratios of size differences over the age spectrum for SD 2J3K and 3LNO 754 

crab relative to 3Ps crab were both about 1.3, and there were significant differences in mean sizes of 3Ps 755 

crab with the other two SDs by age 6 (estimated age 5.8 years) (Figure 6).  756 

 757 

Across-sex comparisons of size-at-age were affected by sample size limitations in all SDs, which likely 758 

affected model fits, including limited (SD 2J3K) or no (SD 3Ps) samples of mature females and scarcity of 759 

youngest (immature) crab of both sexes (estimated ages 1-3, SD 3LNO). Nonetheless, with both maturity 760 

groups pooled the data were deemed sufficient to qualitatively interpret across-sex differences over the 761 

entire age spectrum of SD 2HJ, beyond age 3 in SD 3LNO, and below age 8 in SD 3Ps. Overall, it is 762 

apparent that across-sex divergence in size-at-age began after estimated age 4 in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO, with 763 

the growth rate curves in females more restricted than that of males and gradually dampening thereafter 764 
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(Figure 5) and presumably reflecting the earlier maturation of females. By estimated age 14, males were 765 

about 50mm CW larger than females on-average (110 vs. 60mm CW) in both SDs 2J3K and 3LNO. The 766 

immature females in 3Ps were only marginally smaller at any given size than their male counterparts, all of 767 

which were also immature/adolescent, over the entire estimated age 1-7 range. Overall, despite sample size 768 

limitations, it is apparent that female size-at-age is lower than that of males for part of the age spectrum 769 

within at least some SDs (SDs 2J3K and 3LNO). 770 

 771 

Table. 2. Results of pairwise comparisons for GLMs of size-at-age by sex for ≤40mm CW and >40mm 772 
CW crab groups. Associated marginal means and pairwise test results for sex shown in Figure 6.    773 
 774 
 775 

Group Contrast Estimate Odds Ratio Z p 

≤40mm CW F2J3K - M2J3K 0.09 1.10 1.37 0.75 

≤40mm CW F2J3K - M3LNO -0.04 0.96 -0.34 1.00 

≤40mm CW F2J3K - M3Ps 0.09 1.09 0.81 0.97 

≤40mm CW M2J3K - F3LNO -0.23 0.80 -1.98 0.35 

≤40mm CW M2J3K - F3Ps -0.10 0.91 -1.04 0.91 

≤40mm CW F3LNO - M3LNO 0.09 1.10 1.37 0.75 

≤40mm CW F3LNO - M3Ps 0.22 1.25 1.86 0.43 

≤40mm CW M3LNO - F3Ps 0.03 1.03 0.29 1.00 

≤40mm CW F3Ps - M3Ps 0.09 1.10 1.37 0.75 

>40mm CW F2J3K - M2J3K -0.42 0.66 -9.87 <0.0001 

>40mm CW F2J3K - M3LNO -0.38 0.68 -6.72 <0.0001 

>40mm CW F2J3K - M3Ps -0.23 0.79 -3.18 0.02 

>40mm CW M2J3K - F3LNO 0.46 1.60 8.63 <0.0001 

>40mm CW F3LNO - M3LNO -0.42 0.66 -9.87 <0.0001 

>40mm CW F3LNO - M3Ps -0.27 0.76 -3.7 <0.01 

 776 

The GLM tests on <40mm CW crab confirmed that there was no significant difference in size-at-age 777 

between the sexes in this size grouping (Table 1, p=0.17), which was not expected to be associated with 778 

terminal molt in either sex. The lack of difference between the sexes reflected insignificant differences 779 

(p>0.05) in all sex-SD pairings (Table 2). Despite lack of significance, females were overall slightly larger 780 

than males in this size group of crab (odds ratio 1.1 F:M, Figure 6), which likely reflected some unusually 781 

large females at young ages in SD 3LNO in particular (Figure 5). In contrast to the GLM tests on ≤40mm 782 
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CW, the results of the >40mm CW test on size-at-age variation between the sexes showed there were 783 

significant differences (Table 1, p<0.0001) in this group of crab in which divergence in timing of stages at 784 

the onset of terminal molt occurs. The significant difference between the sexes, with males much larger 785 

than females at estimated age (Figure 6), reflected significant differences (p<0.01) in all sex-SD pairings 786 

with the exception of a relatively modest difference in size between females in SD 2J3K and males in SD 787 

3Ps (p=0.02, odds ratio 0.79).     788 

 789 

3.2.2 Size-at-Age in Adolescent Males  790 

 791 
The GAM models suggest that immature/adolescent males in all NL SDs grew at a similar rate as those in 792 

the nGSL from estimated ages 4 to 6, with sizes in all four SDs ranging about 50-55mm CW at estimated 793 

age 6 (Figure. 5). However, growth patterns diverged thereafter, with evidence of slower growth rates in 794 

all NL crab compared to nGSL crab. Notwithstanding a nonsensical decrease in growth in 3LNO males 795 

between ages 6 and 10, likely reflecting data limitations, the greatest reduction in growth rate of larger 796 

adolescent males appeared to occur in SD 3Ps, with adolescent males over estimated ages 8-12 averaging 797 

55-60mm CW compared to 70-80 mm for 2J3K males. SD 3LNO crab “caught up with” 2J3K crab at ages 798 

13-14. The overall asymptotic growth patterns in adolescent males in NL SDs after age 6 suggests that 799 

protracted molting frequencies in these crab overall renders smaller size-at-age in NL crab relative to those 800 

in the nGSL.    801 

 802 

The larger sizes of estimated 1-3 year old immature males in the NL SDs relative to the nGSL are not fully 803 

understood. However, it does partially reflect models fitting to a higher degree of variability in the NL data. 804 

For example, across all SDs, the range of sizes for crab estimated at age 2 in NL was 11 to 42mm CW 805 

(Figure 4), with an average of 24.5mm and a sample standard deviation (sSD) of 9.3mm (Coefficient of 806 

variation (CV) = 0.38). This compares to average estimates in the nGSL of 14.1mm and 19.96mm CW and 807 

sample sSD of 0.92mm and 1.33mm (CVs = 0.06 and 0.07) at ages 1.8 and 2.3 years, respectively (Table 808 

1, Sainte-Marie et al., 1995). The 24.5mm CW average size at age 2 in NL SDs most closely associates 809 

with an observed mode at 26.9mm CW at age 3.3 in the nGSL data. The underlying reasons for this age 1-810 

3 estimation divergence requires further study.   811 

 812 
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 813 
Figure 6. Estimated marginal means tests for pairwise comparisons of sex-specific size-at-age within each 814 
Study Division (top panels), size-at-age for sexes with Study Divisions pooled for ≤40mm CW and >40mm 815 
CW crab groups (middle panels), age-at-maturity for males by Study Division (bottom left panel), and age-816 
at-maturity by sex within Study Division 3LNO (bottom right panel). Point estimates of contrast ages are 817 
average ages of crab within the sample populations used in making comparisons. Blue shaded bands are 818 
95% confidence interval ranges for the x-axis variables and red arrows show areas of significance among 819 
populations, with no significance in areas where arrows overlap. Odds ratios apply to the entire range of 820 
the x-axis variables. The age-at-maturity analysis for males versus females (bottom right panel) was only 821 
done in Study Division 3LNO.   822 
  823 
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3.2.3 Age-at-Maturity by Sex 824 

 825 
Age-at-maturity ogives in males were characterized by a high level of variance across the entire age 826 

spectrum in all SDs, but it was nonetheless ostensible that the onset of morphometric maturity on-average 827 

occurred later in SD 3Ps than in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO (Figure 7). The GLM expectedly showed that age 828 

was a significant predictor of maturity rates in males (p<0.0001, Table 1). Overall, maturity occurred over 829 

a relatively broad and largely overlapping estimated age range in the 3 SDs: 6-14 estimated age for SD 830 

2J3K, 7-16 for SD 3LNO, and 9-14 for SD 3Ps (Figure 7). Age at 50% maturity (mat50) in males occurred 831 

at estimated age 9 in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO and estimated age 11 in SD 3Ps. 832 

 833 

Despite visually apparent confirmation that SD 3Ps males on-average matured at later ages than those in 834 

SDs 2J3K and 3Ps, the post-hoc comparisons showed no significant differences across all combinations of 835 

SDs (p>0.05, Table 1). The non-significance in pairwise outcomes across SDs likely reflects the high  836 

variability within the data. At 9 years of age (point estimate of 8.9 years) about 31% (proportion = 0.31) of 837 

males in 3Ps were expected to be mature versus 51-58% of males in SDs 3LNO and 2J3K, respectively, 838 

and odds ratios reflecting average likelihood of being mature at any point over the age spectrum were 839 

greater than 2 for both SD 2J3K (=3.17) and 3LNO (2.33) in comparison to SD 3Ps.    840 

 841 

Across sexes, the comparison of model-predicted estimated ages at mat50 between males (range 8-10) and 842 

females (range 6-9) in SD 3LNO (Figure 6) suggested that males tend to undergo terminal molt at older 843 

ages than females. However, once again small sample sizes likely affected results of significance testing. 844 

Although the p=0.08 (Table 1) produced by the GLM test on age between sex-specific differences in age-845 

at-maturity in SD 3LNO was not significant at the conventional p<0.05 level, it was suggestive of a 846 

difference in the process and was consistent with post-hoc tests which showed a higher proportion of 847 

females (0.74) were expected to be mature at age 9 (point estimate age 8.6) than males (0.47).  848 

 849 

The investigation of differences in age between maturity groups for same-size crab showed mean ages of 850 

mature versus immature crab at any given size were higher in mature crab of both sexes, with overall global 851 

mean differences of sex-specific pairwise comparisons being 4.6 years in females and 1.8 years in males 852 

(Figure 8). The greater difference in ages between same-size mature versus immature females versus males, 853 

coupled with a pattern of greatest divergence in estimated ages in the smallest males (i.e. observations of 4 854 

and 6.2 years difference below 70mm CW in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO), are consistent with the hypothesis that 855 

gastric mill bands continued to accumulate after terminal molt, particularly as overall mean differences of 856 
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4.6 years in females and 1.8 years in males are reasonable estimates of expected post-terminal molt 857 

longevities in these unfished and fished population components.  858 

 859 

 860 
Figure 7. GAM model fits for Study Division-sex pairings of age-at-maturity data. Squares show binomial 861 
mature/immature data observations and circles show proportions mature per estimated year class. 862 
Horizontal black line shows age at 50% maturity.    863 
 864 

 865 
Figure 8. Mean estimated ages for mature (black stars) and immature (red open circles) snow crab for 5mm 866 
CW size groupings of crab by sex and Study Division. Numeric labels indicate differences in mean age 867 
estimates (mature-immature) for each 5mm carapace width paring. Div/Sex Mean refers to the average of 868 
mean differences by Study Division and sex and Sex Mean refers to the average of mean differences by sex 869 
with Study Divisions pooled.         870 
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3.3 Molt Frequency 871 
 872 
Modal size estimates for instars IV to VIII from the nGSL overall compared well with modes observed in 873 

≤45mm CW size frequency data from Campelen trawl surveys (1995-2020) for both sexes and in our three 874 

SDs of the NL shelf (Figure 9). This supported application of modal instar sizes for nGSL males to the aged 875 

male crab from NL (Figure 10). 876 

 877 

Estimated average age-at-instar in immature/adolescent males revealed an intriguing pattern suggesting that 878 

instars VIII (Division 3LNO) or IX (Divisions 2J3K, 3Ps) were stages where pronounced delays in molting 879 

in NL males occurred relative to historical observations in the nGSL (Figure 10). Even with high levels of 880 

variability around the estimated age of these older crab instars in NL, a tight coupling of estimated age-at-881 

instar occurred in all four SDs for younger instars V-VII. The divergence at instars VIII-IX resulted in NL 882 

crab being estimated at about 2 years older on-average at these and later instars than nGSL crab. For 883 

example, in all NL SDs crab at instar X were estimated to be about 8.5 years of age versus 6.5 years in the 884 

nGSL.     885 

 886 

 887 
Figure 9. Size frequency distributions of female (top) and male (bottom) snow crab sampled by NL trawl 888 
surveys between 1995 and 2020 in our three study Divisions. Vertical gray lines and roman numerals show 889 
modal size-at-instar estimates from Sainte-Marie et al. 1995 for snow crab from the nGSL.  890 
 891 

Corroborating evidence for the pronounced delays of growth into instars VIII-IX in NL males was not 892 

detected in the broader field sampling data at any point in the decade preceding 2015, when collections for 893 

the aging component of our study occurred. In most years, the overwhelming majority (i.e., >75% in all 894 

cases, 95% on-average) of instar VIII-IX male crab in the trawl surveys were assessed to have undergone 895 
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a regular molt, even is SD 3Ps where skip-molting rates were normally highest in any given instar and year. 896 

Skip-molting incidence at these instar stages ranged from 0 to 24% (4% on-average) in different years and 897 

SDs (Figure 11).  898 

 899 

The higher incidence of skip-molting in SD 3Ps males that would contribute to lower size-at-age found in 900 

the aging component of this study was evident in the field data, particularly across instars IX to XIII. Skip-901 

molting was overall most pronounced at instars X-XI, with annual instar-specific rates of skip-molting often 902 

nearing or exceeding 50% of the animals (28% on-average). In contrast, annual instar-specific incidence of 903 

skip-molting in instar IX – XIII males in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO averaged 8% and 17% respectively.        904 

 905 

 906 
 907 
Figure 10. Top panel. Carapace width size groupings for immature/adolescent males assigned to different 908 
instar stages based on sizes reported in Sainte-Marie et al. (1995) for each NL Study Division. Middle 909 
panel. Estimated ages for individual crab assigned to particular instar grouping for each NL Study 910 
Division. Bottom panel. Mean (± 1 SD) estimated age of immature/adolescent male snow crab from each 911 
NL Study Division that were assigned to instar stages. Whiskers depict one standard deviation around 912 
age-at-instar means. SM1995_4S shows predicted ages and modal means from Sainte-Marie et al. (1995).  913 
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 914 

 915 
Figure 11. Proportion of molt type outcomes occurring during annual molting periods for 916 
immature/adolescent male crab captured in NL trawl surveys conducted in our three study Divisions from 917 
2006-2015. Regular-molt refers to soft/new-shell adolescents, Skip-molt refers to intermediate/old-shell 918 
adolescents, and terminal-molt refers to soft/new-shell adults (see Methods for further explanations). White 919 
numbers indicate percentage of crab that skip-molted.    920 
 921 
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4.0 Discussion 922 
 923 

4.1 Objectives & Expected Outcomes  924 

 925 

Results pertaining to across-sex and across-area comparisons are consistent with the hypothesis that 926 

cuticular bands form in the absence of molting. The specific lines of evidence to support this key finding 927 

are: 928 

1) males in NL populations with highest skip-molting rates (SD 3Ps) had significantly lower size-at-929 

age than those from populations where skip-molting was less common (SDs 2J3K, 3LNO); 930 

2) adolescent males from NL populations had lower size-at-age than nGSL males (associated with 931 

more skip-molting in NL populations); 932 

3) no across-sex differences in size-at-age were observed in small (<40mm CW) crab, where little to 933 

no skip-molting or sex-specific maturation divergences occur, while in larger sizes where these 934 

processes differ males had higher size-at-age than females; 935 

4) females from cold-water NL populations (SD 3Ps) had overall significantly lower size-at-age than 936 

those from warmer water populations (SDs 2J3K, 3LNO); 937 

5) age-at-maturity was highest in males where skip-molting was most common (SD 3Ps); 938 

6) age-at-maturity was higher in males than females (in SD 3LNO), and finally; 939 

7) ages were higher in mature versus immature crab at any given size in both sexes at levels reasonably 940 

conforming to post-terminal-molt longevities in fished (males) and unfished (females) populations.   941 

 942 

This suite of evidence based on differences among populations, sexes, and life stages, together with overall 943 

conformity of the results with the biological literature on age and growth dynamics in snow crab, provides 944 

strong support for the hypothesis that gastric mill bands accumulate independent of molting, and that gastric 945 

mill age band estimations are robust against influences of molt frequency interruptions. The results also 946 

indicate that chronological ages are being tracked through gastric mill age estimations. However, small 947 

sample size deterrents and not fully understood observations of prolonged delays associated with male 948 

progression into instar stages conforming with sexual maturation, along with potential estimation error in 949 

age 1-3 crab, preclude a conclusion on whether absolute or relative ages are being consistently tracked. 950 

Further uncertainties in outcomes stem from inconsistencies in the extent to which samples used for age 951 

estimation reflected ambient habitat conditions across Study Divisions, which were used as the basis to 952 

contrast environmental influences on age and growth dynamics.   953 

 954 
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An important result of this study is that crab from the dominant areas of the NL stock range (NAFO 955 

Divisions 2J3KLNOP) are estimated to be older at reaching legal-size than previously estimated, likely due 956 

to higher levels of skip-molting relative to previously studied areas. This result is intuitive given that skip-957 

molting can only lead to higher ages at any given size, and until further aging analyses are done, the best 958 

estimate for time to reach legal-size for male snow crab in dominant portions of the NL stock range should 959 

be refined to 10-12 years of age. This estimate is on-average one to three years older than male crab in the 960 

nGSL, depending on division.   961 

 962 
4.2 Age Determination  963 

 964 

A recent stream of research in validating cuticular band count methods in crustaceans has focused on 965 

whether or not (or how) gastric mills are retained or regenerated upon molting, and how those processes 966 

affect chronology or reliability of band accumulation patterns (i.e., Sheriden et al., 2016; Sheriden and 967 

O’Connor, 2018; Becker et al., 2018; Mouser et al., 2020). Our study cannot address these important issues. 968 

Notwithstanding the importance of future studies that more specifically address the mechanisms of band 969 

formation, we highlight that application of blind age estimations to field data, particularly across 970 

heterogeneous stock ranges, constitutes a useful ecology-based approach for continued validation of age 971 

band estimation techniques.    972 

 973 

We presented a comprehensive and consistent suite of evidence to either confirm or support each of our 974 

literature-based expected outcomes on age and growth contrasts among spatial and demographic units. 975 

Among this suite of evidence was a demonstration that gastric mill age estimations appeared to be reliably 976 

tracking absolute age at some life stages in males. Specifically, the tight coupling of estimated ages of 977 

immature/adolescent males in all three NL SDs with those from the nGSL over the age 4-6 range, when 978 

across-population levels of molt frequency variation would be expected to be minimal, constitutes strong 979 

evidence that gastric mill age band estimations were tracking chronological age during these stages 980 

(discussion on issue of large sizes at ages 1-3 forthcoming). Further, the estimate of an additional 1-3 years 981 

being needed by male crab from NL to reach fishery size compared to those in the nGSL is reasonable, as 982 

our field data confirms that skipping of 1-3 annual molts is a realistic estimate for any given individual and 983 

the most pronounced delays in age of recruitment into the fishery occurring in SD 3Ps conforms with the 984 

literature.  985 

 986 

Beyond males, we offer that indirect evidence from presented age and growth outcomes in females are 987 

consistent in suggesting that absolute ages were being tracked by the age estimations. The literature is 988 
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consistent in indicating females are expected to have negligible levels of skip-molting and to terminally 989 

molt over a limited number of instars, and our size-at-age and age-at-maturity data appear consistent with 990 

known reports of size-at-age and age-at-maturity in females. For example, where data were sufficient (in 991 

SD 3LNO), we showed the growth curve of females to asymptote over about 55-65mm CW, with the upper 992 

end of sizes along this growth curve reflecting the sizes when terminal molt occurred (a similar pattern was 993 

evident in SD 2J3K, although there were limited data beyond estimated age 12). Assuming size-at-instar 994 

remains similar between the sexes until instar VIII (Ito, 1970; Yamamoto et al., 2015a; Sainte-Marie et al., 995 

2020), as inferred from our analysis of across-sex size-at-age in small crab, and that male size-at-instar can 996 

therefore be used to infer female instar stage, the majority of females in SD 3LNO would be interpreted as 997 

terminally molting within the instar IX-XI range. This is consistent with reports of strong conformity to 998 

terminal molt at these instars in females (Alunno-Bruscia and Sainte-Marie, 1998; Orensanz et al., 2007). 999 

Given estimated modal sizes of 51mm, 65mm, and 80mm CW for males at these three instars, respectively 1000 

(Sainte-Marie et al., 1995), our data suggest a concentration of terminal molt in SD 3LNO females occurred 1001 

at instar X. Estimated age-at-molt for instar X male crab in the nGSL was reported at 6.7 years (Sainte-1002 

Marie et al., 1995), a value very similar to our mat50 estimate in SD 3LNO females.  1003 

 1004 

Despite evidence that absolute ages were being tracked by gastric mill age estimations in some life stages 1005 

of both sexes, some of our results were inconsistent with the conclusion that gastric mill age estimations 1006 

consistently tracked absolute ages at all life stages. Specifically, we highlighted an issue of potential 1007 

estimation error at ages 1-3, applicable to both sexes, and potentially unrealistic delays of progression into 1008 

sizes/stages associated with sexual maturity in males. Definitive reasons for both observations are unknown, 1009 

but both could be the result of small sample sizes or have underlying biological reasoning (section 4.3). 1010 

 1011 

In-line with detractions from a supposition that gastric mill age estimations are consistently able to follow 1012 

absolute ages at all life stages is the recent suggestion by Rebert et al. (2020) that band accumulation ceases 1013 

in the gastric mill upon terminal molt. Our study was not designed to directly address this possibility, but 1014 

our inferential analysis on mean age-at-size versus maturity status of crab suggest this was not likely the 1015 

case in our specimens. We showed that mature crab at any given size were generally older at age than 1016 

immature crab, in both sexes in all SDs where data sufficed for analysis, and that overall differences of 4.6 1017 

and 1.8 years, for females and males respectively, are reasonably consistent with what would be expected 1018 

as a typical post-terminal molt longevity in the absence (females) and presence (males) of fishing. In 1019 

extension of our interpretation that gastric mill bands accumulate during skip-molts, we find that that weight 1020 

of evidence presented in our study suggests that they do also accrue after terminal molt. Accordingly, this 1021 

more broadly leads to our supposition that gastric mill bands are following some chronological pattern over 1022 
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the entire course of post-settlement ontogeny. Nonetheless, we note that Rebert et al. (2020) were not 1023 

definitive in their suggestions that bands do stop accumulating after terminal molt and highlight that we 1024 

cannot be definitive in refuting them. It is important to note that that neither study was designed to directly 1025 

estimate ages from known aged crab and in-turn directly answer the specific question of whether or not 1026 

bands accrue following terminal molt, with both relying on indirect proxy methods and interpretations to 1027 

address the issue. Accordingly, we recognize this remains an unresolved  important research question that 1028 

may best be addressed by a laboratory study housing pre- and post-terminal molt crab of known ages.    1029 

 1030 

4.3 Snow Crab Growth Dynamics 1031 

 1032 

The possibility of systematic estimation error for ages 1-3 crab is associated with a far greater degree of 1033 

variance associated with age estimations in NL versus nGSL males as detailed in Section 3.2.2. This reflects 1034 

small sample size limitations in the NL data and highlights the need to focus on sample-level means as 1035 

opposed to individual age estimations when interpreting ages. There is no doubt observation error 1036 

associated with the age estimation methods, as it can be challenging to prepare quality images and reader 1037 

interpretations can vary. However, it is not clear if greater sample sizes would change the outcome of the 1038 

analysis on aging these young crab, particularly if there is an underlying intrinsic or an extrinsic factors that 1039 

lead to faster growth rates in the NL samples versus those form the nGSL. The high variance was not 1040 

attributable to one or two observations, but rather a consistently high level of spread of sizes at these young 1041 

estimated ages across SDs and sexes (see Figure 4).  1042 

 1043 

To address the possibility that some intrinsic attribute may contribute to underestimation of ages in young 1044 

crab, among other unknown possibilities, we highlight that these are the stages during which crab molt 1045 

more than annually. Accordingly, it is plausible that the band accumulation process may be most 1046 

inconsistent during these years. However, if this were the case we would expect to see underestimation over 1047 

the remainder of the age range rather than a convergence with the estimated size-at-age from the nGSL in 1048 

the analysis on immature/adolescent males. The convergence in estimated size-at-age with the nGSL 1049 

‘control’ population after age 3 suggests that the estimated ages were ‘real’, and that the 1-3 year old NL 1050 

crab were in fact substantially larger than same-age individuals in nGSL population, which suggests that 1051 

the former underwent more rapid molting than the latter. We undertook an exploratory post-hoc analysis to 1052 

address this possibility. 1053 

 1054 

Based on inter-molt period versus temperature data from lab studies in Yamamoto et al. (2015a) and Sainte-1055 

Marie et al. (2021), we estimated that for a crab to reach instar VII by age 2 it would have needed to 1056 
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experience ambient temperatures of about 2.5°C over the preceding instars if tank-based results held in wild 1057 

populations. An examination of size versus temperature data from the trawl surveys (Figure 12) reveals this 1058 

is in fact a possibility, particularly in SDs 2J3K and 3LNO (Figure 12). It should be cautioned that the 1059 

survey trawl is known to be inefficient at capturing crab below about 12-15mm CW (i.e. Baker et al., 2021), 1060 

and that these early-life instars are not typically considered in distributional analyses of NL snow crab 1061 

demographics (i.e. Dawe and Colbourne, 2002; Mullowney et al., 2018). Nevertheless, where temperature 1062 

data were available on crab corresponding to instar sizes VII or less during the 2012-2015 years, which 1063 

represent the temperatures our 1-3 year old crab would have experienced, it was apparent in several 1064 

instances that mean capture depths were near 2.5°C. Broadly, the early-1990s years during which the nGSL 1065 

samples were taken were among the coldest on record for the Atlantic Canada marine shelf ecosystem while 1066 

the more recent period during which the NL samples were taken has been much warmer (Cyr and Galbraith, 1067 

2021). We do not purport this to be a full explanation for the higher age estimates of 1-3 year old crab in 1068 

NL, but we highlight that it suggests the aging method was reliably detecting unexpectedly large size-at-1069 

age in these young crab.   1070 

 1071 

 1072 
Figure 12. Loess regression models fit to weighted-average bottom temperatures for capture locations for 1073 
5mm carapace width bin groups of crab in trawl surveys in the three NL Study Divisions during 2012-1074 
2015, by sex. Shaded bands show 95% confidence intervals around model fits. X-axis plotted in 1075 
logarithmic scale. Vertical gray lines and roman numerals show modal size-at-instar estimates for instar I-1076 
IV from Sainte-Marie et al. 1995 for snow crab from the nGSL. 1077 
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Among the most intriguing observations in this study was an apparent delay in progression of male snow 1078 

crab into instars VIII and IX in NL populations in comparison to nGSL crab. The growth delays during this 1079 

stage account for the dampening of the growth curves for NL adolescent males after age 6. Ultimately, 1080 

pronounced delays during these stages explained much of the one to three year difference in age at legal-1081 

size between NL and nGSL male crab. This analysis was undoubtedly affected by small sample size, as 1082 

evident by high variance around age-at-instar means (see Figure 10), which affect interpretation of the 1083 

magnitude of the time delay. For example, a lag of up to 4-5 years from one instar stage to the next within 1084 

any given SD is simply not deemed as biologically plausible, but the overall pattern of an average delay of 1085 

about two years in progression occurring over the instar VII-X period within any given SD is plausible. 1086 

Notwithstanding uncertainty in interpreting the magnitude of growth delays during this period, the timing 1087 

of the life stages where it occurs warrants further elaboration.  1088 

 1089 

Instars VIII and IX are the stages at which sexual maturity (puberty/regular molt) commonly occurs in male 1090 

snow crab (Kon and Honma, 1978; Sainte-Marie et al., 1995). Accordingly, it is conceivable that energy 1091 

budgeting changes occur in the crab at this point, as occurs in the puberty/terminal molt of females (Alunno-1092 

Bruscia and Sainte-Marie, 1998; Dawe et al., 2012), which provides a potential biological explanation for 1093 

these prolonged inter-molt periods. However, to continue the logic of energy allocation differences among 1094 

populations, it is also known that this is the life stage at which the onset of extensive down-slope ontogenetic 1095 

movements begin, or are occurring, in snow crab males in NL (Mullowney et al., 2018), and that these 1096 

movements occur over much smaller spatial scales in the nGSL (Lovrich et al., 1995). It is quite plausible 1097 

that higher levels of competing demands on energy allocation lead to reduced growth rates via relatively 1098 

high levels of skip-molting during this life stage in NL males.   1099 

 1100 

Although the timing of the most pronounced skip-molt delay period in NL males relative to the nGSL aligns 1101 

with several important life history processes that may partially explain it, this is not the only stage(s) at 1102 

which skip-molting growth delays occur. Indeed, the long-term field survey data from NL showed that 1103 

highest incidences of visually-determined rates of skip-molting often occurred later, at instars X-XII. We 1104 

speculate that, in-line with imprecision in using shell condition staging as a proxy for post-molt time 1105 

(Fonseca et al., 2008), there is potential for systematic bias in the subjective visual shell condition staging 1106 

method, with progressively larger crab more routinely assessed at a higher shell deterioration stage than 1107 

small crab. This suggestion is partially based on a sampling artefact pertaining to small crab in the survey 1108 

data that became evident during this study. To elaborate, it is likely that skip-molting delays growth in NL 1109 

crab prior to instars VIII-IX, but such delays go undetected in the current monitoring program. Skip-molting 1110 

almost certainly occurs at instars earlier than VIII (Yamamoto et al., 2015a; Sainte-Marie et al., 2021) but 1111 
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shell conditions in these young instars would not routinely advance beyond the “new-shell” category, 1112 

because inter-molt periods are less than a year (Yamamoto et al., 2015a; Sainte-Marie et al., 2020).  1113 

Consequently, skip-molters at young instars go undetected in the trawl-survey data using the criteria that 1114 

they are immature/adolescent males with a shell condition advanced beyond new-shell. Indeed, the post-1115 

hoc analysis on recent thermal distribution of crab (Figure 12) revealed that in some SDs and years smallest 1116 

crab were captured in waters warm enough to promote rapid molting, but it also revealed that in some SDs 1117 

and years, particularly in SD 3Ps, these earliest instar crab would be captured in cold temperatures (i.e. 0-1118 

1°C) sufficient to induce common incidence of skip-molting.    1119 

 1120 

4.4 Uncertainties & Future Work 1121 

 1122 

Two of the major sources of uncertainties inherent in our analyses are small sample sizes and the degree of 1123 

representativeness of the samples used in the aging study in reflecting ambient habitat conditions. These 1124 

issues are not mutually exclusive, as increased samples sizes would have likely been associated with 1125 

broader coverage of sample locations within the SDs. Nonetheless, the consistency with which the 1126 

outcomes of analyses matched literature-based expectations concerning age and growth dynamics across 1127 

SDs, sexes, and life history stages suggests these issues did not prevent the ability to address the central 1128 

research question of whether or not gastric mill bands are formed when crab do not molt. For example, it 1129 

was fully expected that SD 3Ps crab would be overall smaller at age than those in the other SDs and the 1130 

aging data were able to detect this.  1131 

 1132 

The issue of representativeness of the ‘snapshot’ samples used in the aging study extends beyond the time 1133 

and locations where collections occurred into long-term spatial contraction of the resource associated with 1134 

a large decrease in stock productivity (Mullowney et al., 2020; Baker et al., 2021). This issue could only 1135 

have been addressed through a dedicated long-term sampling program, which would have enabled 1136 

environmental influences on age and growth dynamics of snow crab to be monitored in real-time. We 1137 

recommend such an approach for future ecological-based studies examining age and growth dynamics in 1138 

snow crab populations, and crustaceans in general. In this regard, it was somewhat surprising that the age 1139 

and growth dynamics of SDs 2J3K and 3LNO crab matched so closely. The crab in these SDs do not 1140 

consistently occupy matching habitats, with those is SD 3LNO being typically found in shallower and 1141 

colder waters than those is SD 2J3K (Mullowney et al. 2018). In this respect, future work on the relative 1142 

influences of population density versus physical environmental attributes on age and growth dynamics 1143 

would be beneficial.     1144 

 1145 
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Despite its shortcomings, this study is comprehensive in its comparative analyses and breadth of novel age-1146 

based outcomes that are consistent with field data and literature on snow crab growth dynamics. The basis 1147 

to conclude that bands in the gastric mill form independent of molting, and that the aging method is able to 1148 

detect this, is strong. The study also presents compelling evidence that absolute ages are being tracked, at 1149 

least during some life stages. To enable a firmer conclusion on whether or not absolute ages are being 1150 

reliably tracked over all stages of life, we suggest that the aging of frequently molting young crab (~ages 1151 

1-3) from warm and cold water wild populations needs to occur, better precision on the extent to which 1152 

skip-molt delays occur concomitant with male sexual maturity needs to be developed, and verification of 1153 

gastric mill band accumulation post-terminal should be done. Finally, to give broader credence to the 1154 

crustacean aging methods in general, including the ability to conclude that absolute ages are being tracked 1155 

during all life stages, the underlying mechanisms controlling cuticular band formation needs to be 1156 

understood [13530]. 1157 

 1158 
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